Subject: Minor improvements and fixes
Posted by Griffyn on Thu, 08 Oct 2009 21:38:36 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I see that Cleanmail has just been updated, and as usual, the changelog has a dot point of "Minor
improvements and fixes".
What are these minor improvements and fixes? Every change to the software is important to us
admins. Any change to expected behaviour is important. I don't think it's appropriate that
Byteplant decides what is worthy of a dot-point, and what is not necessary for us admins to know
about.
Can you please elaborate on what the latest minor improvements and fixes are?

Subject: Re: Minor improvements and fixes
Posted by support on Wed, 18 Nov 2009 12:18:56 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Quote:I don't think it's appropriate that Byteplant decides what is worthy of a dot-point, and what is
not necessary for us admins to know about.
With every bugfix and new feature in any of our products, our code base is constantly subject to
optimizations and clarifications. Thus, changes introduced in other products eventually appear in
CleanMail as well, where they only rarely are worth mentioning.
Byteplant's information policy is much more open than that of many other software vendors. But
your opinion has been noted and will be taken under advisement.
Quote:Can you please elaborate on what the latest minor improvements and fixes are?
Here's the list of V4112 minor changes and fixes not explicitly mentioned:
- NOD32 (ecls) default command line improved
- GUI: expire button does no longer open console window
- fixed dashboard sorting bug introduced in V4.0.3.1
- check for updates: don't run on first run after install
- check for updates: use Internet Explorer HTTP proxy settings
Here's the list of V4122 minor changes and fixes (out today):
- fixed broken links in dashboard
- added some missing tooltips
- fixed minor expire scheduling problem when switching form daylight saving time to normal time
- fixed a possible bug in the configuration wizards
- hide POP3 password in log/GUI
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